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INTRODUCTION:

We use the budding yeast Saccharomyces cerevisiae as a model organism to

study the meiotic cell cycle. Yeast cells deleted for a gene encoding a motor

protein called Kar3 arrest during early meiosis in what we believe to be a

checkpoint mediated fashion. The purpose of this research is to identify

checkpoint genes involved in the initiation and maintenance of the kar3 meiotic

arrest. We are searching for mutations in genes that would allow kar3 mutants to

proceed through meiosis. In addition we are exploring the meiotic roles of genes

known to mediate the function of Kar3p during other cellular processes.
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BODY:

Training: Since the inception of the grant I have completed all of my

required classes and have passed my qualifying exam. I have taught Molecular

Biology Classes for first year medical students (as 'lead T.A.' 1998, 1999) and I

have been a teaching assistant at the Cold Spring Harbor Yeast Genetics Course

(1999). I have presented this research at yearly departmental research reports,

and weekly lab meetings. In addition I regularly attend Boston Area Yeast

Meetings and Departmental Seminars (thrice weekly). I attended the Gordon

Research Conference on Meiosis this year at which I presented a poster.

Research: la. Identification of genes involved in the meiotic arrest of kar3

mutants: Mutant Hunt. A mutant hunt described in the proposal was carried

out. The Snyder Library (see Bums, et al. Genes Dev 1994 May 1;8(9):1087-105

Large-scale analysis of gene expression, protein localization, and gene in

Saccharomyces cerevisiae) was used to generate 35,130 mutants (over five times

the number of genes in the yeast genome) in a kar3A mutant strain. The library

construct allows expression of the bacterial gene lacZ if the insertion is in frame

with an upstream promoter. This allowed us to screen for colonies containing

mutations in genes that are expressed on sporulation plates (containing X-gal).

Since only 1/6 of insertions will be in the correct orientation and frame, the

number of genomes screened is reduced to 0.9. These mutants were screened

with fluorescent microscopy to identify mutations that allow nuclear division of

kar3A cells during meiosis. Ten candidates were reproducibly allowed meiotic

progression beyond the point of the kar3 meiotic arrest (see Table 1). The

location of the mutation in these candidates is currently being identified as

specified by the Yale Genome Analysis Center (instructions are available on line

at http://ygac.med.yale.edu/). Currently only candidates 27-16 and 27-80 have

been identified. These insertions map to the uncharacterized open reading frame

YJL017W and the nuclear import factor KAP95 respectively. Both genes are

expressed during meiosis according to the transcriptional program of

sporulation web site (http:/ /cmgm.stanford.edu/pbrown/sporulation/) see

Chu S, et al. Science. 1998;282(5389):699-705. KAP95 is an essential gene, the
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insertion at codon 390 must allow for the formation of a functional truncated

version of Kap95.

We plan to identify the location of the rest of the insertions and to

reintroduce them in a fresh background to ensure there are no secondary

mutations that account for the suppression phenotype.

Table 1. kar3 meiotic suppressors

Candidatea Nb % of non-mitotic Cells with 2 or more nuclear % of cells
masses at 48 hours post meiotic inductionc forming ascid

No plasmid
79 2.5 0

pRS3e 73 31.5 27.9

27-9 104 33.7 0

27-16 116 34.5 0.4

27-22 131 9.9 0.4

27-75 92 47.8 0.3

27-80 126 38.1 0

27-90 121 34.7 0.3

27-96 104 12.5 0

27-104 113 29.2 0.5

27-105 103 54.4 0

27-109 132 16.7 0

kar3 suppressor candidates were purified as diploids and then induced to undergo
meiosis, at 48 hours post meiotic induction aliquots of cells were taken and
microscopically assayed for meiotic progression. a Control strains are DJ1, while
candidates are derivatives of DJ1 (see Bascom-Slack and Dawson, 1997). b N reflects the
number of cells staining with DAPI (% of cells staining ranges from 49.2- 95.3 of total
cells). c These cells were assayed microscopically for meiotic progression using the
DNA dye DAPI. d Asci formation was assayed using aliquots of the same cells
harvested at 80 hours post meiotic induction, and were viewed using standard light
microscopy at 400X. e pRS3 is a CEN plasmid containing a wild type copy of KAR3
made for this study.
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lb. Mix and Match. We introduced mutations into genes in a kar3 mutant

strain to determine if these genes are important for the meiotic arrest. Genes

chosen were known checkpoint genes or other genes involved in microtubule or

meiotic regulation. We have tested spoI (a gene that encodes for the

exonuclease that makes double stranded breads and effects meiotic timing and

checkpoint activation), spol3 (a meiotic regulatory gene), radl7 (a recombination

checkpoint), mek1 (a synaptonemal complex component that is involved in

meiotic regulation), red1 (a synaptonemal complex component that is involved in

meiotic regulation), and are currently in the process of pch2 and biml (a gene

involved in microtubule dynamics and mitotic checkpoint control). Of these,

only spoil allows a bypass of the kar3 meiotic arrest. We are quite excited about

pch2 however, because it was isolated as a suppressor of a zipi meitotic arrest,

and the zip1 meiotic arrest is similar in many ways to the kar3 meiotic arrest.

BIMI is also interesting because it encodes for a microtubule binding protein that

is homologous to EB1, a human protein that binds the adenomatous polyposis

coli (APC) protein, a tumor suppressor.

From these data we conclude that kar3 mutants are capable of meiotic

division (kar3 spo1I mutants form binucleate cells with normal looking spindles),

and are likely to arrest because of a checkpoint rather than a physical inability to

make a meiotic spindle. We do not know why spoil allows suppression of kar3

mutants because mutations in spoll are known to have pleiotropic effects on

meiosis. Also, since the rad1 7 kar3 cells still arrest we are conclude that the

lowered amounts of mature recombination products are not solely responsible

for the kar3 meiotic arrest.

2. Characterization of meiotic phenotypes of cikl and vikl mutants. CIKI

and VIKi encode for similar proteins that mediate the functions of Kar3p during

various cellular processes (Manning, et al., J. Cell Biol., V144, 1219-1233, 1999). It

has been shown that Cikip has a direct interaction with Kar3p that is essential

for the activity of Kar3p during karyogamy, (nuclear fusion in mating cells), and

that cikl mutants share many phenotypes with kar3 mutants in mitotic cells (Page

BD, et al., J Cell Biol. 1994, 507-19) (Page BD and Snyder M., Genes Dev. 1992,
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1414-29). Vikip has been shown to interact with Kar3p during mitosis, but not

during karyogamy. The roles of Ciklp and Viklp during meiosis have not been

thoroughly characterized, although both of these genes are expressed in meiosis

(the Transcriptional Program of Sporulation, Chu, et al. 1998). We are in the

process of exploring the phenotypes of cikl and vikI mutants in meiosis. We are

assaying meiotic phenotypes that are commonly used to characterize meiotic

defects.

-We have characterized meiotic phenotypes cikI mutants, and in most

cases ciki mutants behave like kar3 mutants in meiosis. I have briefly listed some

of our findings below, all are similar to published data for kar3 mutants (Bascom-

Slack and Dawson, 1997), except where noted. vikI mutant phenotypes have also

been noted.

-cikl mutants do not form spores.

-cikl mutants arrest in meiosis I with monopolar tubulin arrays.

-cikl mutants are severely deficient in meiotic recombination.

-cikl mutants show incomplete and abnormal synaptonemal complex

formation.

-cikl radl 7 mutants remain arrested in meiosis I.

-cikl spol3 mutants form binucleates at levels equal to isogenic spol3

mutants. This is distinctly different than the kar3 spo13 double mutants that

remain arrested in meiosis I. This suggests Kar3p has Ciklp-independent

functions during meiosis.

-Cikl-13xMyc and Kar3-13xMyc constructs both have similar localization

patterns in meiosis I- colocalizing with the spindle pole body. Experiments to

determining dependence of localization are underway.

-viki mutants sporulate at wild type levels.

-vikl mutants have spore viability that is lower than isogenic wild type

strains.
-viki mutants do not seem to have elevated levels of aneuploidy compared

with isogenic wild type strains. However, we have shown that they do have

increased levels of mitotic chromosome loss that can lead to elevated levels of

dead spores (A cell entering meiosis with only one copy of a chromosome will
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yield four spores two of which will not inherit a copy of the lost chromosome,

and will thus be inviable).
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Reportable Outcomes:

As of this date no articles have been published from this study. However,

one is in preparation and its working title is The Kar3-interacting protein, Cikip

Plays a Critical Role in Passage through Meiosis L I am formating it to be sent to the

journal Molecular Biology of the Cell. I plan to submit this manuscript before January 1,

2001.
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Conclusions:

Isolation of checkpoint proteins: We have isolated suppressors of kar3 that
are potential checkpoint genes, and are in the process of characterizing them.
Known checkpoint genes are being tested to determine the nature of the kar3
meiotic arrest.

Characterization of Kar3- interacting proteins: We have thoroughly
characterized cikl mutants in meiosis, and they behave similarly to kar3 mutants
in meiosis, implying that Cikip and Kar3p are involved in at least some of the
same meiotic functions. We have used yeast genetics and cell biology to
differentiate the cikl arrest from the kar3 meiotic arrest and have genetic data
consistent with the hypothesis that Kar3p has meiotic functions that are Cikip-
independent. Thus, Cikip mediates a subset of meiotic Kar3p functions, but not
all of them. We plan to investigate whether Vikip mediates the Cikl-
independent Kar3p functions. We are beginning to investigate the phenotypes of
vikl mutants. vikl mutants do not arrest during meiosis, although their viability
is reduced. Vikip is unlikely to be involved in the essential meiotic function of
Kar3p.
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Appendix 1

Abstract for the 1999 Gordon Research Conference on Meiosis

The Kar3-interacting protein, Cikip Plays a Critical Role in Passage through

Meiosis I

Robert Shanks and Dean Dawson Tufts University Department of Molecular

Microbiology, Boston MA.

KAR3 encodes a kinesin-like motor protein that has a wide variety of roles in the

budding yeast Saccharomyces cerevisiae. Kar3p functions are thought to be

determined by interaction with a number of kinesin associated proteins (KAPs)

including Cikip and Viklp. We are exploring the roles of these KAPs in meiosis.

cik A mutants display a meiosis I arrest with characteristics similar to those

exhibited by kar3A mutants, including greatly reduced levels of heteroallelic

recombination at the ARG4 locus, and defects in homolog synapsis. In contrast

vikiA mutants form spores at almost wild-type levels. Bypass studies have are

being done to discern the nature of the kar3A and cikiA meiotic arrests.

Mutations in the recombination checkpoint gene RAD17 have no effect upon the

meiotic arrest conferred by cikiA or kar3A mutations, suggesting the arrest is not

solely mediated by this checkpoint. However, we have found that ciklA pch2A

double mutants are able to proceed through the first meiotic division at elevated

levels compared to cikIA mutants, suggesting the arrest is checkpoint mediated.

Finally have found that Kar3p may have meiotic roles that do not require Ciklp

as kar3A spol3A double mutants fail to progress through meiosis, while cikiA

spol3A mutants form spores at levels equivalent to spol3A mutants alone.

Further studies are being done to explore the roles of Kar3p, Ciklp and Viklp in

meiosis.
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